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Al-Azeem Enterprises is one of the largest & senior 
company manufacturing, supplying and exporting 
Himalayan mineral rock salt products in Pakistan. 
AL-Azeem Enterprises is exporting this god gifted 
Himalayan mineral rock salt products to United 
States, Central & South America, United Kingdom, 
European Countries & Far East etc.

Profile

that delivering high quality products is fundamental 
to the success of every company. We are totally 
committed to understand and meet the quality 
needs and expectations of all our customers. Our 
management systems, practices, products, custom-
ers and employees must be measured in terms of 
performance. We will continue to aggressively 
strive to ensure that customer satisfaction is 
achieved at all times, and in all things.

We Believe



HIMALAYAN SALT is 100% Pure, Unscented, Untreated and a gift of 

Nature to human beings.This Himalayan Salt is a marvelous dietary 

supplement that looks and tastes fantastic. It is rich in trace minerals 

and it's mined from underground seams of salt deposits in the unpollut-

ed foothills of the Himalayan Mountains. It has been highly regarded for 

health reasons for a very long time and is also now appreciated by 

discerning cooks.

Pink Himalayan salt is often said to be the most beneficial as well as the 

cleanest salt available on this planet today. It has all kinds of nutritional 

and therapeutic properties & culinary uses. You can use it as a healthier 

option to processed salt. You can also use it to create homemade body 

scrubs and bath soaks, and you may have seen or own a Himalayan 

salt lamp made from pink Himalayan salt. 

Himalayan Edible Rock Salt



Certifications
ISO 9001-2015 ISO -22000-2005 HACCP

GMP FDAALIBABA

KOSHER ORGANIC PRODUCTS



It is the richest mineral salt, 100% natural, unrefined and unpolluted 
Crystal White, translucent crystals and a gift of God to Human 
Being. This Himalayan Salt is a marvelous dietary supplement that 
looks and tastes fantastic. Available in Pet Bottle and Grinder Cap.

Dark PinkLight Pink Black White

Available Salt Types

Grinder 120 gm / 4.23 oz.
Capacity

Coarse 1-2 mm

Available Grain Size

Coarse 2-5 mm

It is the richest mineral salt, 100% natural, unrefined and unpolluted 
Crystal White, translucent crystals and a gift of God to Human 
Being. This Himalayan Salt is a marvelous dietary supplement that 
looks and tastes fantastic. Available in Pet Bottle and Transparent 
Grinder Cap.

Grinder 120 gm / 4.23 oz.
Capacity

Coarse 1-2 mm

Available Grain Size

Coarse 2-5 mm

Dark PinkLight Pink Black White

Available Salt Types



It is the richest mineral salt, 100% natural, unrefined and unpolluted 
Crystal White, translucent crystals and a gift of God to Human 
Being. This Himalayan Salt is a marvelous dietary supplement that 
looks and tastes fantastic. Available in Glass Bottle & Grinder Cap.

Dark PinkLight Pink Black White

Available Salt Types

Grinder 200 gm / 7.05 oz.
Capacity

Coarse 1-2 mm

Available Grain Size

Coarse 2-5 mm

It is the richest mineral salt, 100% natural, unrefined and unpolluted 
Crystal White, translucent crystals and a gift of God to Human 
Being. This Himalayan Salt is a marvelous dietary supplement that 
looks and tastes fantastic. Available in Glass Bottle and Silver 
Grinder Cap.

Grinder 200 gm / 7.05 oz.
Capacity

Coarse 1-2 mm

Available Grain Size

Coarse 2-5 mm

Dark PinkLight Pink Black White

Available Salt Types



It is the richest mineral salt, 100% natural, unrefined and unpolluted 
Crystal White, translucent crystals and a gift of God to Human Being. 
This Himalayan Salt is a marvelous dietary supplement that looks 
and tastes fantastic. Available in Glass Bottle and Grinder Cap.

Dark PinkLight Pink Black White

Available Salt Types

Grinder 200 gm / 7.05 oz.
Capacity

Coarse 1-2 mm

Available Grain Size

Coarse 2-5 mm

It is the richest mineral salt, 100% natural, unrefined and unpolluted 
Crystal White, translucent crystals and a gift of God to Human Being. 
This Himalayan Salt is a marvelous dietary supplement that looks 
and tastes fantastic. Available in Glass Bottle and Silver Grinder Cap.

Grinder 200 gm / 7.05 oz.
Capacity

Coarse 1-2 mm

Available Grain Size

Coarse 2-5 mm

Dark PinkLight Pink Black White

Available Salt Types



It is the richest mineral salt, 100% natural, unrefined and unpolluted 
Crystal White, translucent crystals and a gift of God to Human 
Being. This Himalayan Salt is a marvelous dietary supplement that 
looks and tastes fantastic. Available in Pet Bottle and Grinder Cap.

Dark PinkLight Pink Black White

Available Salt Types

Grinder 240 gm / 8.46 oz.
Capacity

Coarse 1-2 mm

Available Grain Size

Coarse 2-5 mm

It is the richest mineral salt, 100% natural, unrefined and unpolluted 
Crystal White, translucent crystals and a gift of God to Human 
Being. This Himalayan Salt is a marvelous dietary supplement that 
looks and tastes fantastic. Available in Pet Bottle and Grinder Cap.

Grinder 480 gm / 16.93 oz.
Capacity

Coarse 1-2 mm

Available Grain Size

Coarse 2-5 mm

Dark PinkLight Pink Black White

Available Salt Types



It is the richest mineral salt, 100% natural, unrefined and unpolluted 
Crystal White, translucent crystals and a gift of God to Human 
Being. This Himalayan Salt is a marvelous dietary supplement that 
looks and tastes fantastic. Fine Grained Himalayan Salt is available 
in Pet Bottle with Butterfly Cap.

Dark PinkLight Pink Black White

Available Salt Types

Shakers 250 gm / 8.81 oz.
Capacity

It is the richest mineral salt, 100% natural, unrefined and unpolluted 
Crystal White, translucent crystals and a gift of God to Human 
Being. This Himalayan Salt is a marvelous dietary supplement that 
looks and tastes fantastic. Fine Grained Himalayan Salt is available 
in Pet Bottle with Butterfly Cap.

Dark PinkLight Pink Black White

Available Salt Types

Shakers 285 gm / 10.05 oz.
Capacity

Butterfly Cap

Butterfly Cap



It is the richest mineral salt, 100% natural, unrefined and unpolluted 
Crystal White, translucent crystals and a gift of God to Human 
Being. This Himalayan Salt is a marvelous dietary supplement that 
looks and tastes fantastic. Fine Grained Himalayan Salt is available 
in Pet Bottle with Butterfly Cap.

Dark PinkLight Pink Black White

Available Salt Types

Shakers 425 gm / 14.99 oz.
Capacity

It is the richest mineral salt, 100% natural, unrefined and unpolluted 
Crystal White, translucent crystals and a gift of God to Human 
Being. This Himalayan Salt is a marvelous dietary supplement that 
looks and tastes fantastic. Fine Grained Himalayan Salt is available 
in Pet Bottle with Butterfly Cap.

Dark PinkLight Pink Black White

Available Salt Types

Shakers 500 gm / 17.63 oz.
Capacity

Butterfly Cap

Butterfly Cap



It is the richest mineral salt, 100% natural, unrefined and unpolluted 
Crystal White, translucent crystals and a gift of God to Human 
Being. This Himalayan Salt is a marvelous dietary supplement that 
looks and tastes fantastic. Fine Grained Himalayan Salt is available 
in Pet Bottle with Butterfly Cap.

Dark PinkLight Pink Black White

Available Salt Types

Shakers 620 gm / 21.86 oz.
Capacity

It is the richest mineral salt, 100% natural, unrefined and unpolluted 
Crystal White, translucent crystals and a gift of God to Human 
Being. This Himalayan Salt is a marvelous dietary supplement that 
looks and tastes fantastic. Fine Grained Himalayan Salt is available 
in Pet Bottle with Butterfly Cap.

Dark PinkLight Pink Black White

Available Salt Types

Shakers 800 gm / 28.21 oz.
Capacity

Butterfly Cap

Butterfly Cap



It is the richest mineral salt, 100% natural, unrefined and unpolluted 
Crystal White, translucent crystals and a gift of God to Human 
Being. This Himalayan Salt is a marvelous dietary supplement that 
looks and tastes fantastic. Fine Grained Himalayan Salt is available 
in Pet Bottle with Butterfly Cap.

Dark PinkLight Pink Black White

Available Salt Types

Shakers 1000 gm /35.27 oz.
Capacity

It is the richest mineral salt, 100% natural, unrefined and unpolluted 
Crystal White, translucent crystals and a gift of God to Human 
Being. This Himalayan Salt is a marvelous dietary supplement that 
looks and tastes fantastic. Fine Grained Himalayan Salt is available 
in Milky White Plastic Bottle with Rotating Cap.

Dark PinkLight Pink Black White

Available Salt Types

Shakers 140 gm / 4.93 oz.
Capacity

Butterfly Cap



It is the richest mineral salt, 100% natural, unrefined and unpolluted 
Crystal White, translucent crystals and a gift of God to Human 
Being. This Himalayan Salt is a marvelous dietary supplement that 
looks and tastes fantastic. Fine Grained Himalayan Salt is available 
in Milky White Plastic Bottle with Rotating Cap.

Dark PinkLight Pink Black White

Available Salt Types

Shakers 455 gm / 16.04 oz.
Capacity

It is the richest mineral salt, 100% natural, unrefined and unpolluted 
Crystal White, translucent crystals and a gift of God to Human 
Being. This Himalayan Salt is a marvelous dietary supplement that 
looks and tastes fantastic. Fine Grained Himalayan Salt is available 
in Milky White Plastic Bottle with Rotating Cap.

Dark PinkLight Pink Black White

Available Salt Types

Shakers 880 gm / 31.04 oz.
Capacity



It is the richest mineral salt, 100% natural, unrefined and unpolluted 
Crystal White, translucent crystals and a gift of God to Human 
Being. This Himalayan Salt is a marvelous dietary supplement that 
looks and tastes fantastic. Available in Pet Jar.

Dark PinkLight Pink Black White

Available Salt Types

Jars 2.5 lbs / 1.13 kg.Capacity

Coarse 1-2 mm

Available Grain Size

Coarse 2-5 mm Fine Grain

It is the richest mineral salt, 100% natural, unrefined and unpolluted 
Crystal White, translucent crystals and a gift of God to Human 
Being. This Himalayan Salt is a marvelous dietary supplement that 
looks and tastes fantastic. Available in Pet Jar.

Dark PinkLight Pink Black White

Available Salt Types

Jars 5.0 lbs / 2.26 kg.Capacity

Coarse 1-2 mm

Available Grain Size

Coarse 2-5 mm Fine Grain



HIMALAYAN SALT is 100% Pure, Unscented, Untreated and a gift of 

Nature to human beings.This Himalayan Salt is a marvelous dietary 

supplement that looks and tastes fantastic. It is rich in trace minerals 

and it's mined from underground seams of salt deposits in the 

unpolluted foothills of the Himalayan Mountains.

Himalayan Salt Lamps

Crystal Salt Lamps work like an air purifier, killing 

bacteria, removing dust, allergens,  smoke, odors 

and mold spores. They never get dirty or dusty 

They help you breathe and  sleep better. They are 

also a beautiful a addition to any deco and 

function as a perfect  nightlight creating a 

soothing tranquil atmosphere



In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

1 to 2 kg 15 to 20 kg 2 to 4 kg

20 to 25 kg 5 to 7 kg 25 to 30 kg

7 to 9 kg 30 to 35 kg 9 to 12 kg 

35 to 40 kg 11 to 15 kg 

Dark Pink Salt Lamps Glow Brighter:

Available Weights

All Natural & Hand Carved

Natural Dark Pink Salt Lamp

N A T U R A L

In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

1 to 2 kg 15 to 20 kg 2 to 4 kg

20 to 25 kg 5 to 7 kg 25 to 30 kg

7 to 9 kg 30 to 35 kg 9 to 12 kg 

35 to 40 kg 11 to 15 kg 

Light Pink Salt Lamps Glow Brighter:

Available Weights

All Natural & Hand Carved

Natural Light Pink Salt Lamp

N A T U R A L



In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Grey Salt Lamps Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Natural Grey Salt Lamp

G E O M A T R I C A L

In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

White Pink Salt Lamps Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Natural White Salt Lamp

G E O M A T R I C A L



Carved manually in the skillful hands of our craftsman, these rosebud 
lamps shine beautifully wherever they are kept, home or office !

Rosebud Salt Lamps are ideal for a gift to your other-half ! These 
beautiful lamps will brighten up your loved-one and can very potentially 
induce romance !

A combination of basic machining with a human-touch:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Rose Shape Pink Salt Lamp

G E O M A T R I C A L

Rose Shape White Salt Lamp

G E O M A T R I C A L

Carved manually in the skillful hands of our craftsman, these rosebud 
lamps shine beautifully wherever they are kept, home or office !

Rosebud Salt Lamps are ideal for a gift to your other-half ! These 
beautiful lamps will brighten up your loved-one and can very potentially 
induce romance !

A combination of basic machining with a human-touch:

All Natural & Hand Carved



In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Rectangle Pink Salt Lamps Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Rectangle Pink Salt Lamp

G E O M A T R I C A L

In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Rectangle White Salt Lamps Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Rectangle White Salt Lamp

G E O M A T R I C A L



In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Cube Pink Salt Lamps Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Cube Shape Pink Salt Lamp

G E O M A T R I C A L

In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Cube Pink Salt Lamps Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Cube Shape Pink Salt Lamp

G E O M A T R I C A L



In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Cube Pink Salt Lamps Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Flower Shape Pink Salt Lamp

G E O M A T R I C A L

In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Cube Pink Salt Lamps Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Basket Shape Pink Salt Lamp

G E O M A T R I C A L



In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Firebowl Salt Lamps Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Firebowl Shape Salt Lamp

G E O M A T R I C A L

In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Moon Shaped Salt Lamps Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Moon Shape Salt Lamp

G E O M A T R I C A L



In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Natural Salt Tealight Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Natural Pink Salt Tealight 3 Holes 

N A T U R A L

In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Natural Salt Tealight Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Natural Pink Salt Tealight 

N A T U R A L



In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Natural Salt Tealight Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Natural Pink Salt Tealight 2 Holes 

N A T U R A L

In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Leaf Salt Tealight Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Leaf Shape Salt Tealight 

G E O M A T R I C A L



In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Heart Salt Tealight Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Heart Shape Salt Tealight 2 Holes 

G E O M A T R I C A L

In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Heart Salt Tealight Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Heart Shape Salt Tealight 

G E O M A T R I C A L



In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Flower Salt Tealight Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Flower Shape Salt Tealight 

G E O M A T R I C A L

In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Heart Salt Tealight Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Heart Shape Salt Tealight 3 Holes 

G E O M A T R I C A L



In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Diamond Salt Tealight Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Diamond Shape Salt Tealight 

G E O M A T R I C A L

In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Eyedrop Salt Tealight Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Eyedrop Shape Salt Tealight 

G E O M A T R I C A L



In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Cup Salt Tealight Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Cup Shape Salt Tealight 

W R O U G H T  I R O N

In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Cone Salt Tealight Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Cone Shape Salt Tealight 

W R O U G H T  I R O N



In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Gorl Salt Tealight Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Girl Shape Salt Tealight 

W R O U G H T  I R O N

In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Half D Salt Tealight Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Half D Shape Salt Tealight 

W R O U G H T  I R O N



In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Ying Yang Salt Tealight Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Ying Yang Shape Salt Tealight 

G E O M A T R I C A L

In order to provide the best options, we segregate the Dark Pink salt 
lamps and the Light Pink salt lamps. Some usage areas need less 
illuminance and other areas might need a more brighter light glow, these 
custom-selection of colors meet every individual’s personal likes.

Light passes less in the Dark colored pink salt lamps, making its glow 
warmer and more towards the red-ish tone, these can be used as the 
ideal night-light by the bedside, giving a warm glow and the healthy 
negative ions to breath during sleep.

Cross shaped  Salt Tealight Glow Brighter:

All Natural & Hand Carved

Cross Shape Salt Tealight 

G E O M A T R I C A L



Aroma Diffuser Lamp in Natural Shape with Glass Plate Burner. The 
natural health benefiting properties of Rock Salt Lamp are fortified here 
with the use of essential oils used one drop at a time. The glow and 
warmth of the salt lamp heats up the steel or glass burner plate fitted on 
top of the salt lamp, a drop of your favorite essential oil in this cup works 
all day long to give you soothing aromas wherever you place this 
diffuser lamp. It comes in different shapes and sizes, such as, Natural 
Shape Diffuser Lamp, Sphere Shape, Square or Rectangle Shape, 
Vase Shape etc.

All Natural & Machine Carved

Himalayan Pink Salt Oil Diffuser 

O I L  D I F F U S E R

Aroma Diffuser Lamp in Natural Shape with Glass Plate Burner. The 
natural health benefiting properties of Rock Salt Lamp are fortified here 
with the use of essential oils used one drop at a time. The glow and 
warmth of the salt lamp heats up the steel or glass burner plate fitted on 
top of the salt lamp, a drop of your favorite essential oil in this cup works 
all day long to give you soothing aromas wherever you place this 
diffuser lamp. It comes in different shapes and sizes, such as, Natural 
Shape Diffuser Lamp, Sphere Shape, Square or Rectangle Shape, 
Vase Shape etc.

All Natural & Machine Carved

 Natural Oil Diffuser with Glass Plate 

O I L  D I F F U S E R



Once lit, the USB powered Cube Shaped Himalayan Salt Lamp’s LED 
light will emit a calming Amber color and will automatically slowly switch 
colors between: Orange, Blue, pink, red, green and purple.

Mini USB Salt Lamp with Multi-Color LED Changing Bulb
1-2 LB, easily move it from one table to another

Hand-Carved Lamp Provides a Soft Glow:
Use the lamp as a gentle nightlight, or to create a romantic mood. 
Whether in a child’s room, near the television or computer, or in your 
office, the lamp, sitting on its round neem base, provides a natural 
touch.

Color: Natural Amber,Multi-Color Changing

All Natural & Machine Carved, Ideal for Individuals on-the-go !

Natural Shape USB Salt Lamp

U S B  M I N I  L A M P

Once lit, the USB powered Cube Shaped Himalayan Salt Lamp’s LED 
light will emit a calming Amber color and will automatically slowly switch 
colors between: Orange, Blue, pink, red, green and purple.

Mini USB Salt Lamp with Multi-Color LED Changing Bulb
1-2 LB, easily move it from one table to another

Hand-Carved Lamp Provides a Soft Glow:
Use the lamp as a gentle nightlight, or to create a romantic mood. 
Whether in a child’s room, near the television or computer, or in your 
office, the lamp, sitting on its round neem base, provides a natural 
touch.

Color: Natural Amber,Multi-Color Changing

All Natural & Machine Carved, Ideal for Individuals on-the-go !

Heart Shape USB Salt Lamp

U S B  M I N I  L A M P



Once lit, the USB powered Cube Shaped Himalayan Salt Lamp’s LED 
light will emit a calming Amber color and will automatically slowly switch 
colors between: Orange, Blue, pink, red, green and purple.

Mini USB Salt Lamp with Multi-Color LED Changing Bulb
1-2 LB, easily move it from one table to another

Hand-Carved Lamp Provides a Soft Glow:
Use the lamp as a gentle nightlight, or to create a romantic mood. 
Whether in a child’s room, near the television or computer, or in your 
office, the lamp, sitting on its round neem base, provides a natural 
touch.

Color: Natural Amber,Multi-Color Changing

All Natural & Machine Carved, Ideal for Individuals on-the-go !

Cube Shape USB Salt Lamp

U S B  M I N I  L A M P

Once lit, the USB powered Cube Shaped Himalayan Salt Lamp’s LED 
light will emit a calming Amber color and will automatically slowly switch 
colors between: Orange, Blue, pink, red, green and purple.

Mini USB Salt Lamp with Multi-Color LED Changing Bulb
1-2 LB, easily move it from one table to another

Hand-Carved Lamp Provides a Soft Glow:
Use the lamp as a gentle nightlight, or to create a romantic mood. 
Whether in a child’s room, near the television or computer, or in your 
office, the lamp, sitting on its round neem base, provides a natural 
touch.

Color: Natural Amber,Multi-Color Changing

All Natural & Machine Carved, Ideal for Individuals on-the-go !

Pyramid Shape USB Salt Lamp

U S B  M I N I  L A M P



Once lit, the USB powered Cube Shaped Himalayan Salt Lamp’s LED 
light will emit a calming Amber color and will automatically slowly switch 
colors between: Orange, Blue, pink, red, green and purple.

Mini USB Salt Lamp with Multi-Color LED Changing Bulb
1-2 LB, easily move it from one table to another

Hand-Carved Lamp Provides a Soft Glow:
Use the lamp as a gentle nightlight, or to create a romantic mood. 
Whether in a child’s room, near the television or computer, or in your 
office, the lamp, sitting on its round neem base, provides a natural 
touch.

Color: Natural Amber,Multi-Color Changing

All Natural & Machine Carved, Ideal for Individuals on-the-go !

Sphere Shape USB Salt Lamp

U S B  M I N I  L A M P

Once lit, the USB powered Cube Shaped Himalayan Salt Lamp’s LED 
light will emit a calming Amber color and will automatically slowly switch 
colors between: Orange, Blue, pink, red, green and purple.

Mini USB Salt Lamp with Multi-Color LED Changing Bulb
1-2 LB, easily move it from one table to another

Hand-Carved Lamp Provides a Soft Glow:
Use the lamp as a gentle nightlight, or to create a romantic mood. 
Whether in a child’s room, near the television or computer, or in your 
office, the lamp, sitting on its round neem base, provides a natural 
touch.

Color: Natural Amber,Multi-Color Changing

All Natural & Machine Carved, Ideal for Individuals on-the-go !

Teardrop Shape USB Salt Lamp

U S B  M I N I  L A M P



Manufacturer & Exporter of

Office No: A-202, F. B. Area, 
Karachi 75950, Pakistan.

Head Office
Main Gadap Road, Super 
Highway, Karachi, Pakistan.

Karachi Factory
Near Muhajir Bridge Main 
Warcha Road, Quaidabad, 
Khushab, Punjab, Pakistan.

Salt Mine Factory

info@alazeement.com

sales@alazeement.com

www.alazeement.com

+92-21-36806880

+92 300 2958858

+92 300 2266700


